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 1909.] MAN. [Nos. 50-51.

 laws which have been made for his control and the schemes that have been devised

 for his welfare. What little there is that concerns the anthropologist is, however, of
 great interest. The book reveals the effects on the weaker race of the clash of

 cultures in South Africa. It shows that the virtues of thrift and enterprise and the
 vices of greed, selfishness, disloyalty and lawlessness are encouraged by the disintegra-
 tion of the tribal system and the replacement of communism by individualism. The
 loss of the old ethical code has been compensated by the adoption of a higher code
 in only a proportionately small number of cases and in the case of the majority of
 the natives the weakening of native laws tends to increase immorality. It is
 unquestionable that for the time being at least the natives as a whole from an

 ethical standpoint suffer from the change half unconsciously forced upon them by
 Europeans. The wonder is that a virile and exceedingly conservative race rudely jerked
 across forty centuries of time has not suffered still more in the process. A
 ciapter on the Ethiopian movement is of great interest. It reveals the confused
 gropings of men who have accepted Christian doctrine but seek to evolve a system
 of worship better adapted to the native temperament than those of the various
 English sects. To the churchman and the politician the Ethiopian movement causes
 grave uneasiness (though it is reassuring to learn that most of the turbulence and
 sedition of which the Ethiopians have been accused was not of spontaneous growth
 but was instigated by negro agitators from the United States of America), but to
 the anthropologist the movement is of intense interest for, in that it affords a bond
 for the unification of different tribes, it id a sign of the dawn of natural self-
 conlsciousness in a race that has scarcely yet realised its homogeneity.

 The members of the South African Native Races Committee deserve thanks for
 the productioni of a volume which as a work of referenice will prove itself indispensable
 to all interested in the political, social and economic position of the South African
 native. RALPH DURAND.

 Russia: Anthropometry. Tarnowsky.
 Les Femmes homicides. Par Dr. Pauline Tarnowsky. Paris: Alcan, 1908. ,4

 Pp. viii + 591. 25 x 16 cm. Price 15 francs. Ut
 The work comprises a detailed anthropometrical and physiological study of 160

 Russian women under sentence for murder. They are compared with other series, of
 observations by the same author on women of the vicious and criminal classes and with
 groups of others both educated and illiterate who had manifested no criminal tendencies.
 The result is a great addition to our knowledge of the dimensions and physiological
 psychology of the women of Central Russia.

 The group of murderesses present somewhat smaller head dimensions than the
 others, particularly in head length and horizontal circumference, the differences being
 rather greater than could be accounted for by random sampling. In facial characters
 no significant differences exist between the members of the criminal classes and the
 illiterate peasants with whom they are contrasted. The educated women, however,
 present distinctly longer faces and longer and probably narrower noses. In stature,
 weight, and most bodily dimensions no characteristic differences are shown. The
 criminal and vicious groups are significantly darker both in hair and eye colour than
 the non-criminal groups.

 The various features have been studied in relation to the supposed motive for the
 crime, without, however, in most cases yielding any statistically significant result, owing
 to the comparatively small numbers available. It is interesting to note that dark traits
 are most prevalent amongst those who committed murder under the impulse of jealousy
 and least in the group whose motive was avarice. The heredity of each murderess has
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 been investigated as far as possible and a list of all the stigmata of degeneration
 presented by each individual is given. Although nervous disorders, alcoholism, and
 insanity are shown to be cornmon antecedents, there is no evidence that these stanid in
 a causal relationship to the mental state of the individual prisoner. This work will be
 welcomed as a most complete study of individuals and should find a place in the
 library of criminologists. F. S.

 India, North-West. Pennell.
 Among the Wild Tribes of the Afghan Frontier. By T. L. Pennell, M.D., 9

 with an introduction by Field-Marshal Earl Roberts, V.C., K.G. London: L
 Seeley, 1909. Pp. 324. 23 x 15 cm. Price 16s.

 Dr. Pennell in this interesting book gives an account of his experiences as a

 medical missionary on the north-west frontier of India, and incidentally throws a good

 deal of light on the customs and social system of the tribes with which he came in

 contact. The book is not, anid is not intended to be, scientific; but Dr. Pennell is

 evidently well qualified for more strictly anthropological work, and if he finds time

 and opportunity, perhaps he inay in future record the result of his observations

 on the structure of the Afghan tribe, for instance, or other kindred subjects, or

 even take some anthropometrical observations duly classified according to tribe or

 locality. Such observations, perhaps, would be found not to clash with his hospital

 work.

 Dr. Pennell takes a wide and liberal view of the religious question, and does not,

 like some missionaries, consider that the value of his teaching is to be tested by counting

 nominal converts. The influence of judicious and courageous medical missionaries of

 the type of Dr. Pennell, who do not try to break down all aboriginal customs and
 ideas, cannot but be good.

 The author's experiences in his wanderings as a sadhui or friar in native garb, but

 making no secret of his Christianity, are very interesting. He depended, as other

 sadhu1s and faqirs do, on alms for his maintenance, and generally met with success.
 This is a form of religious practice which appeals with great force to the Oriental
 mind, and it may yet produce startling results when followed by a mani with the proper
 qualifications.

 The narrative is plain and unaffected, and the many interesting stories it embodies

 are told in effective style. I may add that I recognise an old friend of mine in the
 Christian landowner mentioned on page 309, and had twenty-five years ago to settle
 several disputes in which he was concerned. MNI. LONGWORTH DAMES.

 ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTE.

 WE are glad to hear that, owing to another munificent donation of ?2,000 from

 Mr. C. F. Foster and Mrs. Rawlings, the fund for the building of the new dli
 Museum of Archmeology and Ethnology at Camnbridge now amounts to over ?10,000,

 and, consequently, it is proposed at once to begin the erection of the first portion of the
 building. It is estimated that the cost of this portion, known as block I, will be
 rather more than ?11,000. The building has been designed by Mr. T. G. Jackson,
 R.A. The main galleries of the completed building (blocks I and II) will probably be

 utilised as follows :-On the ground floor there will be an educational series arranged

 on the Pitt Rivers system ; the first floor will contain the archaeological collections,
 the Cambridge Antiquarian Museum, and the Walter Foster bequest; on the third
 floor the ethnological collections will be arranged.

 Printed by EYRE AND SPOTTISWOODE, LTD., His Majesty's Printers, East Harding Street, E.C.
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